Rheinberg Illumina on:
A Fresh Approach to High Magnifica on Color Contrast
Paul R. Mar n
It was Wednesday, May 20, 1896 at a regular mee ng of the Royal Microscopical Society that Mr. E. M.
Nelson read a paper by Mr. Julius H. Rheinberg tled, “On an Addi on to the Methods of Microscopical
Research by a New Way of Op cally Producing Colour Contrast Between an Object and its Background,
or Between Definite Parts of the Object Itself.” It was not an en rely new idea, others had demonstrated
the use of color, but Rheinberg was the first to take a serious, scien fic approach using Abbe’s diﬀrac on
theory, combined with the known characteris cs of darkground (darkfield) to introduce a novel method
that had significant prac cal use in enhancing contrast, superimposed on resolu on, to benefit all
branches of microscopical inves ga on, especially living specimens and fresh ssue.
The Zeiss company picked up the idea. (Some collabora on with Rheinberg had already occurred.) In me,
products incorpora ng Rheinberg illumina on were introduced, and Zeiss even made a quite elaborate
Rheinberg condenser system, the Mikropolychromar, that is highly prized by collectors today. Rheinberg
illumina on held a prominent place alongside darkfield ligh ng schemes un l the introduc on of phase
contrast which, in turn, yielded its place on center stage to the emergence of diﬀeren al interference
contrast (DIC). Today, among light microscopists who do not u lize more elaborate methods such as
confocal imaging, most advanced research microscopes are equipped with phase contrast and/or DIC,
perhaps a darkfield stop in the phase condenser, and Rheinberg’s methods have largely passed from novel
to novelty, no longer being taken seriously by the professional community.
Julius Rheinberg had a great deal more in mind than just pre y colors and much of the scien fic
rela onship to op cal theory that formed the founda on of his research has been forgo en: many
professionals have forgo en that there was serious op cal theory undergirding the technique and many
hobbyists are unaware that it was ever more than a great way to make beau ful microscopical images.
In light microscopy, in any op cal system for that ma er, the trade-oﬀ has always been between
resolu on and contrast which seem irrita ngly at odds with each other. Open the aperture diaphragm
of the condenser to maximize resolu on, and contrast goes away; some subjects disappear en rely.
Close the aperture diaphragm to maximize contrast, and resolu on suﬀers. Use darkfield and the gross
structure of the specimen disappears into a glowing line drawing, rich in highlights, lacking depth. Bring
in phase contrast and those same highlights are now somewhat obscured by glowing halos. What can
preserve the image of the gross structure, the highest resolu on possible for the given magnifica on,
and bring the highlights of the image into stark contrast overlaid upon the premium resolu on? Julius
Rheinberg would have said, “Op cal color contrast staining!”
The principal theory behind Rheinberg illumina on, as he expressed it, is the ability to transilluminate the
specimen with a central cone of light from the condenser of maximum possible resolu on (rather than
blocking it out en rely with a darkfield stop) while at the same me highligh ng the finer details of the
specimen with a contras ng color. This contras ng illumina on is introduced obliquely from beyond the
limits of the central cone and does not enter the objec ve directly; rather, it uses diﬀrac on in the same
way as darkfield to illuminate the finer structures. Both of the images are simultaneously produced in the
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objec ve and presented for viewing, or photography, as a single, high resolu on image which is full of
rich contrast. Rheinberg stated that it was almost like having two objec ves in one. Furthermore, he used
monochroma c light (all colored filters are to some extent monochroma c, but some more so than others)
to eliminate chroma c aberra on (not quite so important with modern apochroma c objec ves) thus
improving focal precision, and strong complementary colors to maximize contrast.
It is widely held that Rheinberg illumina on is limited to low magnifica on objec ves, much the same as
darkfield, largely because it is diﬃcult to obtain a discrete concentric border between the central cone
and the peripheral contribu on as the aperture of higher numerical aperture objec ves u lizes nearly
the en re diameter of the condenser. Rheinberg had some rather interes ng ways of achieving higher
magnifica on color contrast, including placing his colored discs at the back focal plane of the objec ve
itself, or even in between the elements of the objec ve; not only is this imprac cal, it would give many
owners of high-end objec ves heart failure just contempla ng this approach. What could make this
illumina on scheme once again prac cal, easily adapted to any microscope, and useful for high power
magnifica on, wide aperture imaging?
In this paper I introduce a dual illumina on system that allows the condenser to provide the central
background color exclusively while a special fiber op c illuminator in the stage provides a nearly
horizontal oblique contribu on of the contras ng color 360 degrees around the ver cal light path.
This allows the aperture diaphragm to be opened to its maximum resolu on, making it possible to use
the highest power/aperture objec ves at their maximum resolu on while providing the contras ng
illumina on from well outside of the objec ve aperture cone. Furthermore, by employing the use of
a con nuous filter monochromator in the central ligh ng system, monochroma c light in a variety
of colors can be selected quickly within the visible range for either system. While the prototypes are
admi edly cumbersome and have a fairly large footprint, the concepts can be transferred easily to be er
designed and far more compact ligh ng systems employing today’s advantages of cooler LED systems
and digital filters or monochromators. A research microscope so equipped could return the advantages
of high magnifica on color contrast to the end user that, with the turn of a dial, could make Rheinberg
illumina on as easy to employ as phase contrast or DIC, thus restoring a valuable and complementary
method of contrast illumina on to the mul -faceted field of light microscopy.

The Equipment
In order to limit the amount of me and examples to
demonstrate wide aperture color contrast methods,
I chose three objec ves: Zeiss Plan Neofluar Mul Immersion 25/0.8, Zeiss Plan Apochroma c 63/1.40
Oil, and Zeiss Plan Neofluar 100/1.30 Oil (Figure 1).
A custom stage was built to hold the circumferen al
oblique fiber op c light guide and was mounted to
a Zeiss quick release stage carrier for a achment to
the Universal microscope.

FIGURE 1
Fiber op c light ring for peripheral contribu on.
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A special circular shim was used to elevate the condenser so that it would fit into the fiber op c ring and
come close enough to the necessarily elevated stage to enable oil immersion to the bo om of the slide
while also being appropriately focused (Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

With normal transmi ed path, green light.

The silver-gray shim elevates the condenser.

The normal light path through the Universal base was u lized in the usual fashion and illuminated with a
Zeiss 12v 100w halogen lamp. The con nuous filter monochromator was mounted in the filter holder of
the field condenser as designed by Zeiss. In every other respect the Zeiss Universal microscope was set
up in the normal way and a en on was consistently paid to properly adjusted Köhler illumina on.

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

Front view of the microscope with the
stage installed and dual illumina on.

Peripheral light source.
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The secondary oblique source (Figure 6) included a custom made in-line filter holder (Figure 7) and a typical
20v 150w halogen lamp source with rheostat control. Figure 8 illustrates the set-up. Also included are
photographs made using the dual illumina on stage demonstra ng the contribu on of each source against
a ground glass background. Figures 9 and 10 represent the circumferen al oblique illuminator and the 1.4
numerical aperture condenser wide open. Figure 11 illustrates the combined result of both illuminators.
The fine black line seen in the red and the combined illustra ons is the top of the slide.

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

Peripheral light source.

In-line filter holder, holds two filters.

FIGURE 8
Overview of the complete system.
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FIGURE 9

FIGURE 10

Ground glass demonstrates
peripheral (red) light pa ern.

Ground glass demonstrates
transmi ed (green) light pa ern.

FIGURE 11
Ground glass reflec ng the combina on
of the dual illumina on pa ern.

Various Trials and Examples
The technique employed in acquiring the images u lized a Zeiss monochromator con nuous filter over
the field diaphragm and colored glass filters placed in the in-line holder for the oblique illuminator. The
use of a monochromator allowed for rapid scanning of various color combina ons: a colored glass filter
was placed in the oblique illuminator and the monochromator was moved in one direc on un l good
contras ng colors were iden fied. Köhler illumina on was then verified and fine-tuned, and the field
diaphragm was opened just slightly larger than the field of view.
Once good combina ons of contras ng colors were iden fied, the rela ve intensi es of the contribu ng
lamp sources were adjusted un l the image achieved its best contrast. Most exposures lasted from 4-30
seconds due, in part, to the rela vely low intensity of the transmi ed illumina on compared to the
oblique source and also to the fact that long exposures in photomicrography tend to produce higher
quality images with greater detail and sharpness.
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Images were made sequen ally beginning with the 25/0.8 mul -immersion objec ve and moving upward to
the 63/1.40 and finally the 100/1.30. The slide was oiled to the condenser using Cargille Type B immersion
oil and the objec ve was oiled to the top of the slide using Cargille Type A immersion oil.
Limited post-processing of the images was done, but adjustments were made to exposure (minimal),
contrast (minimal), and sharpness/noise reduc on, as needed, using iPhoto on an Apple Mac Book Pro.
Images were recorded in high resolu on JPEG mode on a Sony a55 SLT.
I have selected but a few of the various images made during this trial suﬃcient to demonstrate the
ability to record high contrast Rheinberg-type images using high magnifica on/wide aperture objec ves.
In the Addendum I have included some images made in the early stages of developing this prototype
which illustrate the applica on of the technique to wet mounts of live Pro sta and phase contrast.
In Figures 12 through 15, all microscope and camera se ngs remain the same (except shu er speed).
The diﬀerences are the illumina on intensity and monochroma c wavelength from each lamp source
and the exposure me. “T” equals the transmi ed source and the central wavelength in nanometers is
reported. “O” equals the oblique source and the approximate wavelength of the colored glass filters.
“E” equals the exposure me required to capture the image. “A” equals the rela ve aperture se ng
in the condenser, e.g., 70/30 would be 70% open. The data for the second diatom (T=505nm@3.9v,
O=650nm, E=30s+2/3comp, A=70/30) would read: the transmi ed light was 505 nanometers with the
transformer set at 3.9 volts, the oblique light was approximately 650 nanometers, the exposure was
30 seconds plus 2/3 exposure compensa on on the light meter, the condenser aperture was set 70%
open. In all cases the oblique light source was set at maximum intensity. Diatom subjects are from
Klaus Kemp’s prepared slides, 8-form and 50-form selec ons.

Images from 25/0.8 Objec ve, Optovar se ng 2.0

FIGURE 12
T=575nm@12v, O=650nm,
E=2.5s w/0 comp, A=70/30
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FIGURE 13
T=505nm@3.9v, O=650nm,
E=30s+2/3comp, A=70/30

FIGURE 14
T=530nm@3.9v, O=650nm,
E=25s+1comp, A=70/30

FIGURE 15
T=627nm@4v, O=450nm,
E=13s+2/3comp, A=70/30
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Images from 63/1.40 Objec ve, Optovar se ng 1.25
Figures 16 through 24

FIGURE 16

FIGURE 17

T=505nm@7.5v, O=650nm, E=4s-2/3comp, A=80/20

T=505nm@7.5v, O=650nm, E=4s-2/3comp, A=80/20

FIGURE 18

FIGURE 19

T=505nm@7.5v, O=650nm, E=4s-2/3comp, A=80/20

T=505nm@7.5v, O=650nm, E=4s-2/3comp, A=80/20

FIGURE 20

FIGURE 21

T=550nm@7.5v, O=650nm, E=4s-1/3comp, A=80/20

T=550nm@4v, O=650nm, E=4s-2/3comp, A=80/20
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FIGURE 22

FIGURE 23

T=512nm@4v, O=650nm, E=6s-1/3comp, A=80/20

T=470nm@4v, O=650nm, E=8s-1/3comp, A=100/0

FIGURE 24
T=470nm@4v, O=590nm, E=8s+2/3comp, A=100/0

Images from 100/1.30 Objec ve, Optovar se ng 1.25
Figures 25 through 27

FIGURE 25

FIGURE 26

T=525nm@4v, O=650nm, E=30s+2/3comp, A=70/30

T=470nm@4v, O=650nm, E=13s-1,2/3, A=70/30
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Images from 100/1.30 Objec ve,
Optovar se ng 1.25 (conƟnued)

FIGURE 27
T=525nm@4v, O=650nm, E=13s-1/3, A=70/30

Darkfield sample image, 63/1.40

FIGURE 28
Darkfield
T=OFF, O=No Filter, White light, E=13s+1/3, A=N/A

Observa ons
I made several observa ons during the image
acquisi on phase:
1. I was ini ally surprised at how the digital
camera sensor treated the combina on of
colors. In every case the dis nct color of each
source was clearly delineated when observed
through the eyepieces. On the sensor they
were frequently added to form a common
color, unlike either contribu ng color. This was
especially true if the transmi ed light source
was too intense rela ve to the oblique light
source. A very careful a enua on of both
sources rela ve to each other was required in
order to obtain good color separa on. This was
not a fault of the applica on theory per se, but
rather a result of the way such highly magnified
image components struck the photo receptors
on the camera image sensor. I draw this
conclusion based upon the clarity of the analog
image in the binocular and the realiza on that
the “common” color registered by the digital
sensor was a blend of the two.
2. The observa on of #1 frequently made me
wish I had a more intense lamp for the oblique
illuminator. I would like to have also used a
monochromator with the oblique source, but
the 150w halogen source was not suﬃcient
to “push through” the density of either
monochromator or narrow band pass filters.
On the other hand, the risk of burn out of
expensive filters by an HBO mercury source
made me reluctant to employ that lamp. This is
where cooler but more intense LED lamps may
provide a be er solu on.
3. Perhaps it goes without saying, but it was
necessary to fine tune for precise Köhler
illumina on with each objec ve change or
sequence of photographs. For photography
purposes, this meant adjus ng the centra on
of the light path to the center of the camera,
not the binocular. The diﬀerence was minute
between the two in terms of the slight
adjustment required, but it was no ceable in
some photographs.
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Conclusion
Rheinberg’s original concept of contras ng color illumina on has merit for revival as an addi onal
contrast method in contemporary light microscopy. It is par cularly helpful in crea ng useful and
informa ve contrast with nearly transparent specimens, as he envisioned. It is also possible to apply
the technique to high magnifica on, high aperture objec ves by using the method demonstrated in this
study.
Given the advance of LED illumina on for microscopy I can see the development of a stage that
incorporates a circumferen al, oblique fiber op c illuminator much be er tuned to the field of view
than the crude prototype u lized in this study. Much like a microscope now equipped with both incident
and transmi ed illumina on, this third op on would allow oblique transmi ed illumina on. Add an
electronic filter system that allows so ware manipula on of the wavelength of the light supplied by the
LEDs, or even monochromators currently available, and Rheinberg’s concept becomes a reality available
to the modern microscopist at the flick of a switch and the turning of a few dials.

Addendum: A Photomicrography Collec on From Early Eﬀorts
Figures 29 through 36

FIGURE 29

FIGURE 30

FIGURE 31

FIGURE 32
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FIGURE 33

FIGURE 34

FIGURE 35

FIGURE 36
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